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Introduction
This RC Judges training program has been developed by the MAAC - RC Scale Committee to
provide information on how to judge consistently.
Judging standards do not vary between organizations - there are key standards to judge
against which are common to all RC Scale organizations.
Due to the fact that 90%+ of Canada's population lives within 200 Canadian MAAC RC scale
participants are more likely to travel North South to United States than East West.
The Canadian RC Scale program is focused on standardizing rules with the other
organizations in North America and the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI). Most
are aligned however there are some small differences in manoeuvres which is explained in the
'Manoeuvres' section of the manual.
This program is designed to give judges and pilots the information they need to participate in
any contest in North America and the rest of the world. The hope of this document is to
reduce the element of surprise at contests due to different rule changes.
The information within this document focuses on the 'Model Aeronautic Association of
Canada' - "RC-Scale rules" there is also references to the following organizations;
Model Aeronautic Association of Canada - RC Scale: http://www.maac.ca/en/competitions.php

U.S. Scale Masters Association: www.usscalemasters.org
NorthWest Scale Aero-Modellers: www.nwsam.org
National Association of Scale Aero-Modellers - http://www.nasascale.org
 AMA Scale Aero-Modelers Guide - http://www.modelaircraft.org/files/20152016RCScale.pdf
Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI) Sporting Code.:
http://www.fai.org/fai-documents
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Certification Process
The Model Aeronautic Association of Canada has a process of Judges Certification which
utilizes the U.S. Scale Masters Certification training material. This prepares you to complete
the MAAC Certification process.
Note: The "Model Aeronautic Association of Canada" Judges Certification process is
completed 'On Line' electronically - to provide feedback to the judges as soon as possible.
 http://www.nwsam.org/judges-corner.html
The whole purpose of this certification process is to generate some reasonable consistency in
scoring. A pilot should be able to appear before different judges at different events and
with the same plane, doing the same flight routine and receive minimal variation in scores.

The judge's certification process;
1. Get the U.S. Scale Masters guidelines and study them; available from the U.S. Scale
Masters website:
http://www.usscalemasters.org/forumsmf2/index.php?action=dldir;sa=list;id=1
2. The USSM Static and Flight Judging guide is in the USSMA guidelines. It is your main
resource as you work toward certification as a Static or Flight Judge.
3. Please read the info at least 2 or 3 times or more. When you feel comfortable with the
contents, contact Doug MacMillan aeronut@telus.net for the quiz and he will e-mail.
A. Doug MacMillan, Chief Judge - MAAC & NorthWest Scale Aero-Modellers
1060-17th Street SE
Salmon Arm, B.C. V1E 0A4
250-804-0962 or aeronut@telus.net
4. The quiz is an “open book” quiz, i.e. you can refer to the guide as you do the quiz. When
completed, return the quiz for scoring. A score of NOT LESS THAN 90% is required.
5. Our system is all electronic, so you get the quiz via e-mail. Complete the quiz, scan it and
send it in. The Postal System is available for those who do not have E-mail.
6. The quiz is marked and any questions you get wrong are noted and feedback is provided,
you are given 2nd, and if needed a 3rd opportunity to pass.
7. When you pass you are mailed a badge and certificate and records are kept for future
reference.
8. Once you pass the MAAC Certification process we encourage you to complete the U.S.
Scale Masters judging program.
a. If you decide to proceed with Judges Certification you need to apply to U.S. Scale
Masters write the exam.
 http://usscalemasters.org/forums/index.php?action=tpmod;dl
Thank you for your interest in this program.
As always we are open for improvement suggestions.
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The 'Static' Judges' Goal
To provide a fair and accurate score based on the documentation the contestant has
provided. Each judge will ask the primary question “Does it match?” at each decision
point.
The judges will refer to the contestant’s Static documentation package, Maneuver
Declaration Sheets or published maneuver descriptions as the reference.
In judging, a judge should not fall back on his/her remembrance of a specific fullscale aircraft’s detail or performance parameters in determining a contestant's
score.
Instead the judge should rely on the contestant’s documentation to communicate the
scale details for static judging and capabilities or limitations of the full-scale
aircraft. For flight judging by how he/she intends to fly his/her model within a scale
size realistic-performance envelope.
The 'Flight' Judges Goal
The judges are only there to compare what the contestant says they are going to do
in flight and what they actually do in flight.
Prerequisites
• Read and understand the USSMA Competition Guide.
• Have 20-20 eyesight (correctable)
• Color and Markings Judge must pass Color Vision exam given at local DMV or health
clinics or, on line at: http://usscalemasters.org/forumsmf2/index.php?page=colortest
If you utilize the basics of your judging skills learned through the judges
certification process you will do well.
Overview of Judging Fundamentals
The Judging process to someone untrained can seem complicated. It is easy to fall
back to one's own standards or background knowledge and fall into the trap of "Do I
Like This or Not?" Or coming up with a gut feel score, "That feels like a 7.5 or so".
 This method is dangerous and is guaranteed to fan the flames of emotion with
any contestant and detrimental to the program.
The trained Judge will set his/her background knowledge aside and only compare the
model with the documentation provided.
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'Flight Judging' score is simply subtracting the downgrades you find from 10. Each
downgrade is deducted as 1/2 point values for minor and 1 point for major.
For 'Static Judging' - Each element is downgraded as mismatches are found. A minor
(m) mismatch is 1/4 point and a Major (M) mismatch is a full point.
o If this sounds too easy, relax - it actually is IF you follow the process.
o Study Model element 3 seconds Does It Match? Go to Next - No Study
Photos for supporting evidence
o Does It Match? Yes - No Major: Deduct 1 point Minor: Deduct 1/4 point Done
o On to the next judging element and repeat utilizing the contestants
provided documentation

Static Judging Training Guide
Prerequisites
Read and understand the USSMA Competition Guide • Have 20-20 eyesight
(correctable)
• Color and Markings Judge must pass Color Vision exam on line at:
http://usscalemasters.org/forumsmf2/index.php?page=colortest
There will be times when there is no documentation provided. No score can then be
given for that element. This is the subjective part and every effort should be made
to follow a set of standards available to everyone so that the default is the same for
the judge and the contestant.
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Static Judging cont.
Normally there is one judge for each of the three elements, 'Outline', 'Colour and
Markings' and "Craftsmanship".
When you have completed the certification process you will receive a certificate and
card to show you have completed the process.
The Certification attained is recognized no matter where the contest is held in the
world. No matter where you go the principles are the same and the Score sheets will
lead you through the process.
Static Judging Criteria
The following sections outline the criteria to objectively static judge a model.
Develop your system and use this for every model. Judges who follow the judging
process arrive at a consistent and accurate score each time.
Outline, Colour and shall be judged no closer than 4 meters (15 feet.
The Outline judge will study the documentation item starting at the tip of the
rudder then look up at the model.
 Does it match? If yes, proceed to the next element in a clockwise rotation.
o If not, look at the photos provided to see if the item shows up in the
pictures as photos take precedence over 3-view drawings.
o If it matches, go to the next item.
o If the judge cannot find a photo that clearly shows the mismatch the
judge must downgrade for that particular item and go to the next item.
Criteria for Accuracy of Outline
As an example of outline criteria, if the vertical stabilizer shape at the tip on the
model does not match the 3-views, photo documentation (if supplied) will be reviewed
for evidence supporting the model.
o Since photographs of the actual aircraft being modeled take precedence over
3-views they should be used as the final determination as to whether the
vertical stabilizer matches or not.
o If there is no photo that clearly shows this view, downgrade ½ point if the
size/location discrepancy is minor and a full point if major. A minor deduction
(1/4 point) is typically where the mismatch is 5% in relative size of the linear
dimension relation and for angular relation 2 degrees.
o Similarly a moderate deduction (1/2 point) is typically where the mismatch is
10% or 5 degrees.
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Criteria for Accuracy of Outline cont.
o Major deductions of 1 point are for mismatches greater than 10% and 5
degrees.
o No deductions will occur for errors less than 5% or 2 degrees.
o To determine percentage, consider the following diagrams:
Outline Quality Level

Superior
Looks exactly like documentation presented, with a scale-like
ground attitude, and all parts in the correct relationship. The cross
section and profile are accurate, and all the outline features are
accurately present.
Excellent
Minor discrepancies hardly noticeable differences from
documentation.
Good
Changes made do not detract from overall effect, slight variation in
colouring or markings.
Fair
Some obvious changes, noticeable differences from documentation
presented. Items such as tail surface proportions, control surface
size, dihedral angles.
Poor
Gross exaggerations from documentation presented.

Criteria for Finish, Color, and Markings
A minor deduction (1/4 point) is typically given where a mismatch is noted but is
minor.
Moderate or major deductions (1/2 to 1 points) will be typical where the mismatch is
readily apparent.
1. Finish:
This is to include the sheen or reflective properties of the finish, weathering details,
and the application of materials e.g.; many WWI aircraft were painted with a brush
and brush marks were easily seen even from a distance.
 If the documentation shows brush marks in certain areas, the model should
also show this artifact.
o The Finish judge should consult with the Craftsmanship judge to ensure
an item is not double downgraded, once by the Finish judge and once by
the Craftsmanship judge.
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Color:
It is the contestant's responsibility to authenticate the model colors by providing
documentation such as color photos, published artist conceptions, paint chips, color
reference guides, or factory paint samples.
 Color and hue of the model need to be checked against the color reference
provided in the documentation packet. The "sheen" or reflective properties
may also be verified from these same samples, but will only be used for scoring
the Finish qualities as previously described.
 Black, Flat Black, or natural aluminum does not need paint reference samples.
Markings:
This inspection verifies size and placement of markings to match the documentation.
Ideally, the documentation would show the placement of all markings. However, if no
documentation is available, a typical view showing that squadron's markings from
references other than the aircraft modeled may be used to depict typical marking
locations (these items need to be noted as TYPICAL MARKINGS for the judge in the
documentation packet).
Tip: Hold the photo extended from your eyes until the size in the photo closely
matches the size of the model on the judges table.

Finish, Colour and Markings Quality Level
Superior
Looks exactly like documentation presented, markings correct, colour
matches, finish and/or weathering appropriate.
Excellent
Minor discrepancies hardly noticeable differences from documentation.
Good
Changes made do not detract from overall effect, slight variation in
colouring or markings.
Fair
Some obvious changes, noticeable differences from documentation
presented.
Poor
Gross exaggerations from documentation presented.
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Criteria for Craftsmanship are as follows:
Craftsmanship shall be judged no closer than 1.22 meters (four feet).
1. Inspect parting-line area of control surfaces for visibly unrealistic hinging,
uneven fit, or gap on both top and bottom.
2. Inspect for inadequately disguised model-related disassembly sections in wings,
cowls, empennage, etc., checking for poor fit or unrealistic appearance including
large screw heads in conspicuous areas or “model” type exposed control horns that
are not scale.
3. Inspect for correct prototypical choice in hidden or exposed control arms or
linkages to elevator(s), rudder(s), ailerons, etc., as depicted in the documentation.
4. Inspect quality of simulated metal-skin features for applicable three-dimensional
panel lines, scale rivets (raised or flush), or fastener detailing. Verify approximate
scale uniformity in size, spacing and correct three-dimensional effects of these
features top and bottom.
5. Inspect for applicable fabric-covered surface sections in cosmetic appearance.
Also verify “taping” appearance when applicable for fabric-covered surfaces.
6. Inspect for quality in rigging or connector detail on externally braced aircraft
such as biplanes.
7. Inspect for quality in detailing any applicable small protruding pitot tubes,
antennas, air scoops, hooks, pods, etc.
8. Inspect for quality in visible dummy engine detail including exhaust and stains
where applicable.
9. Inspect for any unrealistic model damage anomalies regarding shrinkage,
scuffing, scraping, peeling, tears, or gouges. Simulated wear such as realistic metal
dents or exposed bare metal in painted regions for high-wear areas common to
aircraft may enhance the model rather than be cause for downgrade.
10. Inspect for applicable window or canopy EXTERIOR detail quality insofar as
framework and their resolution from the transparent window regions. Also verify
overall exterior fit to airframe or adjoining multiple canopy sections when
applicable. A functional sliding canopy is not required, but the described cosmetic
static appearance is.
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11. Inspect for realistic quality detail features of the landing gear, which are
generally additional to the basic machined, stamped, or wire drawn strut
components. A downgrade is applicable only if the gear struts are void of realistic
detail qualities independent of materials used. Typical off the shelf landing gear do
not include items such as brake lines, tie down hooks, fill ports, scissors, drag links,
or wheel covers (front and back) that match full size aircraft. These are the
“extras” that a modeller can detail out to affect the craftsmanship score in this
area.
12. Inspect for applicable wing tip and taillight (etc.) feature qualities for their
realistic detailed appearance. Functional illumination is not a requirement for
optimum score.
13. Inspect for unrealistic surface defects like wood grain, sanding marks, fillet
defects, cracks, voids, pinholes, etc.
Craftsmanship Quality Level
Superior
Quality of reproduction of model is such that it is indistinguishable
from prototype, all fine detail present.
Excellent
High degree of excellence in simulating the prototype but lacking in
fine detail
Good
Definite attempt made to duplicate prototypical features, but to a
lesser degree, i.e. inked panel lines instead of raised.
Fair
Well built, but definitely lacking in detail or shows model
characteristics such as non-prototypical control horns.
Poor
Construction detracts from model, i.e. runs in paint, poor surface
preparation.

Note: Static Judging is the key for the contestants to improve their models Static Judges must put a reason for each of their downgrades so the contestants can
improve their model for the next contest.
 Some contests allow the contestant to get their downgrade points back if
there is no reason given for the downgrade.
 This gives the event credibility in the judges scoring.
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Summary
The above information summarizes the key points on what to look for when Static
judging a RC Aircraft for the following Static elements when 3 judges are used one
for each element.
 Colour and Markings
 Outline
 Craftsmanship
Utilizing the above information and reviewing before each contest will help you to
provide better feedback to the contestant.
Remember - judge based on the contestant's documents provided, if you utilize your
own biases it will skew your judging scores which is not fair to the contestant. They
are using the same information provided in this judges training to build their model.

The NorthWest Scale Aero-Modellers website is utilized to access some of the
information.
Static Judging - If more than 20 contestants are expected, the 'Dual
Simultaneous Judging' method is suggested where two additional tables are set up
(See Fig. 10 below). While one aircraft is being judged, the other is being set up and
the documentation is prepared on the table behind the judges. When the judges are
finished with one aircraft, they turn around, pick up the documentation and
immediately begin judging the next aircraft. This system is capable of 8 aircraft per
hour, which still gives the equivalent of 22.5 judging minutes per plane (7.5 minutes x
3 judges).
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Note: This is a "Scale Masters" exclusive invention that provides efficient and effective
judging for large quantities of aircraft such as found at the Masters Championships.
The method addresses the lost time judges experienced in the past from waiting for the
model to be set up and removed after judging.
In many cases, lost time exceeded the actual time spent judging in the serial judging fashion
used in the past. Another interesting point is the accrued judging time in minutes is actually
greater than the judging time using the serial process.
If there are 4 static judges (Outline, Color, Markings, Craftsmanship) and the process takes
8 minutes the time the model is being judged is 32 minutes.
If there were 3 static judges the time would be 24 minutes. In the past, were there were 3
tables (Outline, Color & Markings, Craftsmanship) the modeler had to shuffle from table to
table.
Time at each table averaged 6 minutes but there were 3 minutes of setup and take down. To
the modeler the process took over 27 minutes to get through all 3 stations, appearing that
static judging took that long.
When compared with the efficiency of the Dual Simultaneous Method, the modeler felt that
the time was not enough (from what they were used to) and raised questions about the
quality of judging.
In reality, the amount of time that the model is being judged is greater than before.
Notes: _______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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Flight Judging Instructions

If you utilize the basics of your judging skills learned through the judges
certification process you will do well.
Prerequisites
Read and understand the USSMA Competition Guide • Have 20-20 eyesight (correctable).
Most of the criteria is described in the maneuver descriptions. There are a few items
to ensure before and during the flight: U.S. Scale Masters Association 2015 USSMA
Competition Guide 3/13/2015 • 44 1.
Overview of Judging Fundamentals
The Judging process to someone untrained can seem complicated. It is easy to fall
back to one's own standards or background knowledge and fall into the trap of "Do I
Like This or Not?" Or coming up with a gut feel score, "That feels like a 7.5 or so".
 This method is dangerous and is guaranteed to fan the flames of emotion with
any contestant and detrimental to the program.
The trained Judge will set his/her background knowledge aside and only judge the
model flying to the criteria provided in these flight judging guidelines.
Arriving at a score is simply subtracting the downgrades you find from 10. Each
element starts at 10 and is downgraded as mismatches are found.
For 'Flight Judging' the deductions are in 1/2 point increments utilizing the basics
of judging;
Each Manoeuvre points
Placement (2.5pts. max.) - Precision (5.0pts. max.) - Realism (2.5pts. max.)
Last Manoeuvre - 'Overall Realism'
(10pts. Max) - Continuity - Operations - Power management (COP)
Contest rules have little bearing on judging as they vary from contest to contest
and between organizations.
 Judging fundamentals are the same no matter where you go - score sheets may
change however judges just fill out the scores in the spaces provided on the
score sheets.
Judge to the following accuracy
Placement (2.5pts. max.) - Precision (5.0pts. max.) - Realism (2.5pts. max.)
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Flight Judging - cont.
The flight score sheet provides a space for each numerical digit (up to three spaces).
Scores should be to the nearest ½ point (for example 8.5). With the exception of the
perfect score of 10.0 only two of the three spaces provided are required.

Precision Content (5 pts.): The pilot’s ability to perform the defined maneuver
geometry, and when applicable, the Precision of scale operation features within a
maneuver combination.
 A maneuver combination's precision content will be equally divided between
maneuver and scale operation (or maximum of 2.5 points each). Should scale
operational feature(s) fail to operate or deploy within a maneuver combination
in a realistic and timely manner due to either mechanical malfunction or pilot
error within a maneuver combination, the result will be a 50% downgrade in the
score for “Precision”.
 Precision of flaps, slats, and retracts is demonstrated by their prototypical
operation and will only be judged on the pilot’s Precision in the “Overall Flight
Realism” score. They may also be judged as part of the “Slow Speed Dirty
Inspection Pass” described in Slow Speed “Dirty” Inspection Pass (maneuver
combination): as a maneuver combination.

Placement Content (2.5 points.): Most in-flight maneuvers (including those
with a "droppable") will optimally be placed directly in front of the judges (judges'
centerline) on the manoeuvring line. This will typically be at 10 to 50 feet beyond the
far side of the defined runway area for fly-by type manoeuvres. There are times
when the contestant will be allowed to offset maneuver to either side of judging
center as long as the contestant informs the judges before the maneuver, otherwise
the judges will have to default to the judges' centerline for placement. Judges may
request maneuvers be offset to aid in visibility. The contestant is not obligated to
offset the maneuver if asked, but he should be aware that if the judges cannot
adequately view his maneuver it will be difficult to score. A maneuver combination's
placement content will be approximately divided between maneuver and scale
operations.
 Maneuvers with horizontal symmetry (Cuban Eight, Loop, Roll, Figure 8, etc.)
should have their midpoints on the judges' centerline with equal distance on
each side for optimal score.
 Some maneuvers due to their asymmetry are offset from judging center
for best viewing, such as a Stall Turn or Wingover. Also the Procedure Turn
is positioned in the Scale Masters Program where the initial 90 degree turn
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Flight Judging - cont.
away from the runway begins before reaching judging center, and the
remaining 270 degree turn starts at judging center to the left or right.
 Although the placement of a maneuver normally represents only 2.5 points
content, a greater penalty deduction will be imposed in the interest of
safety when manoeuvres are performed unnecessarily close to the flight
line (over the runway) as described in “Runway Safety and Deadline
Infractions” of this Guide.
 Optimum placement of bomb drops will be defined as the point of impact in
front of the judges at the far side of the defined runway. When discussed
with judges’ prior to flight, the maneuver may be performed slightly to the
left or right of the judges’ centerline for best viewing. Parachute or empty
tank drops will be scored for optimum placement as point of release rather
than impact, since wind conditions may unpredictably affect point of
landing.
 The optimum placement of flaps, slats, and retracts deployment is only
included in Overall Flight Realism “Continuity” unless the optional maneuver
combination of Slow Speed Dirty Inspection Pass is also selected.

Realism Content (2.5 pts.):
The realism content of the score is based upon the pilot’s skill in performing
manoeuvres with the model like the full-size aircraft in actual flight. The size, shape,
and speed of aerobatic manoeuvres performed by a contestant should reflect the
capabilities of the full-size prototype.
For example, it would be expected that a loop performed by a J-3 Cub would be
smaller in diameter and egg-shaped compared to a loop of a P-51 Mustang if both
models were of the same scale. The speed at which each maneuver is performed
should also reflect the capabilities of the prototype. Consideration should also be
given to throttle position during flight. In many full scale aircraft, power must be
reduced on the descent portion of that maneuver. Execution of such maneuvers by a
model at a constant full throttle setting should be downgraded in realism
portion. A particular maneuver may be downgraded for realism content if it is
apparent it exceeded the performance capabilities of its full-size counterpart.
Manoeuvres that have been classified only for non-aerobatic aircraft will still be
judged for all maneuver contents without downgrade for all aircraft. However, the
“Overall Flight Realism” score may be penalized if such maneuvers were chosen as
options by high-performance aircraft.
For maneuver combinations the realism score content will be appropriately divided
between manoeuvres and scale operations. See section 7 for maneuver combination
examples.
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Realism Content cont.
 Consider the stability or “smoothness” aspect of each maneuver as well as the
power management (throttle) expected for that specific maneuver of the model
compared to its full-size counterpart. Both of these considerations will be
influenced by aircraft design and wind conditions. Since slow, lightweight aircraft
will be much more visibly influenced by wind than fast heavier aircraft, wind
conditions should be taken into account during judging.
 Manoeuvres should appear realistic in scale size of performance (site and
conditions permitting). Attitude, bank angle and g-loading appearance through
turns should be consistent with those generally observed in the full-size. With
scale-size manoeuvres, these prototypical attitude features are achieved through
use of an optimum speed relationship to the full-size aircraft.
 The realism content of a maneuver combination will also have approximately the
same emphasis between the maneuver and the accompanying scale operation
feature(s) regarding realistic motion or other intended activity displayed for
realism. For a "droppable," this will include the manner in which the droppable was
secured and carried in flight as well the trajectory likeness to that of the full
size.

Overall Flight Realism and Score Sheet Review:
'Overall Realism' (10pts. Max)

- Continuity (2.5) - Operations(5.0) - Power management (2.5) (COP)
Scoring will be 2.5, 5.0, and 2.5 points respectively with Options having the greatest
emphasis for potential deficiencies.
 After the flight has concluded, the flight judges shall confer to review the
numerous Overall Flight Realism qualities as described in this Guide.
 Identical flight realism scoring is not required. Individual judgment scores will
still be of value for statistical averaging similar to others.
 Any zero scores given for any maneuver shall be mutually agreed upon by both
flight judges and both will give identical scores of zero. .
If the contestant had declared the aircraft to be Non-Aerobatic, that should be so
noted on the check box of the flight score sheet for future reference. Before the
score sheets are picked up, each individual judge must put his/her initial in the upper
column heading for the flight round just concluded after verifying that all line item
scores have been included.
Be fair and be consistent.
- With each score, ask yourself is this fair?
- Is this consistent with other scores I have given for similar
aircraft/manoeuvres?
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Overall Realism cont.
- Establish your own system of keeping track of the downgrades for each
of the elements during the maneuver.
A Feedback Symbol key is provided on the flight sheet and is used to point out the
major source of downgrade for each maneuver.
 The flight judge should write in the box just to the right of the score box one (or
more) symbols as feedback for the pilot so they can improve their score on the
next flight.
Flight Judges Feedback Symbols
Feedback Symbols; are used to point out the major source of downgrade. There could
be other items that add to the downgrade.
Scores must be to the nearest ½ point (for example 8.5)
Multi-engine; Score entirely for Mechanical Content, and reliability in flight.
Manoeuvre Feedback Symbols

Precision (5pts)

Placement (2.5pts)

Heading Off

Too High

Symmetry
Off
Off Center

Realism (2.5pts)

+

Too Low

Bank Angle
extreme
Bank Angle - too
shallow

>

Jerky, Abrupt

Not Centered - too right
Wings not Level

<
Not centered - too left

Entry altitude different
than exit
Not Centered
Roll Rate not
Constant
Turn not 90 degrees

^

Throttle not
Managed
Landing
Gear
Realism

Placement too Close

Too Fast S +

Placement too Far

Too Slow S -

Note1: There may be other symbols used particular to a judge. It is okay to ask them what it
means for clarification.
Note2: Judges are encouraged to share their symbols with USSMA to include in the next
revision of the Guide.
Note3: There is no symbol for "scale speed", instead the optimum speed required is
determined by maneuver realism and speed-sensitive "realistic bank angles in turns" as
described within the Definitions section of this Guide.
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Judges Pre-flight checks
Ensure the 'Flight Score Sheet' has been completely filled out by the contestant when
they hand this to you.
1. Common items that are missing are the checkbox in Aerobatic or Non-Aerobatic
aircraft type, their name and registration number in each flight round box.
2. Check the flight sheet for any comments by the CD about items attached to the
aircraft during static judging such as wing tanks, bombs, torpedoes, etc. These items
if presented at static should be on the aircraft for flight.
3. Next, make sure there is a pilot visible in the aircraft if there should be one visible.
4. List of Automatic Downgrades are as follows:
a). No Retracts; If the model does not have retractable gear when the full size did,
then deduct 4 points from the Overall Flight Realism score.
b). No Flaps; If the model does not have or the pilot does not use flaps during the
flight where applicable, deduct 2 points from the Overall Flight Realism score.
d) No Pilot Figure; A pilot figure must be visible during flight (if the full size was
visible) or the score will be downgraded by 2 points for Overall Flight Realism.
e). Flying through the sun; If the pilot flies his aircraft directly into the sun during
the scoring portion of a maneuver, the flight judge downgrades that maneuver by 2.5
points (zero score for placement).
5. Remember that the contestant starts each maneuver with 10 points. Each maneuver
is scored against the three elements;

Definitions
Optimum Speed for overall flight realism is defined as that optimum speed which
provides maneuver realism for realistic flight attitude appearance including bank angles
in turns, realistic g-loading appearance and with appropriate maneuver size. For example,
the model should not be flown excessively fast where it may demonstrate unrealistic
high bank angle attitudes and high g-loads.
Also, the model should not be flown too slowly where unrealistic shallow bank angles or
flat turns do not simulate the full-scale aircraft.

"The model should be flown at speeds that best simulate prototypical
manoeuvres and overall flight. The model should not be flown excessively fast
where it may result in unrealistic high bank angle attitudes and high g-loads
for typical turns, or excessively slow that results in unrealistic flat or shallow
angle turns."
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Definitions -cont.
For further information on this subject, you can refer to the article “Maneuver Realism
Speed” at: http://www.scaleaero.com/maneuver_realism_speed.htm
CD: Contest Director, as certified by the MAAC/AMA. The CD is responsible for
overall safety, organizing and running the contest.
Air Boss: The person in charge of the active flight line.
 Gives pilot's clearance to runway accesses.
 Responsible for assigning help with CD to ensure contestants are ready to fly 'On
Time.'
Non Aerobatic: These are aircraft designed with limited manoeuvrability where the
original prototypes of which were restricted by the manufacturer or licensing
government agency.
 Typically these aircraft do not exceed 60-degree bank angles or 30-degree pitch
angles.
 Typically these aircraft are not capable of inverted flight, extreme attitudes, or
high-G manoeuvres.
Also see “Overall Flight Realism Score” for scoring aerobatic/non-aerobatic aircraft.
For more clarity on what the judges are looking for;
 See Overall Flight Realism Score” - "Options Chosen".
Judges’ Centerline: is an imaginary line straight out from the judges’ position,
perpendicular to the runway.
Manoeuvring line: is an imaginary line parallel to the runway, 10 to 50 feet beyond the
far side of the active runway. The 10-foot line would be for slower flying aircraft and
the 50-foot line would be for faster models like high-speed jets.
Judges’ Deadline: is an imaginary line parallel to the 'Edge' of runway. It extends out
to infinity both left and right directions. It is the safety line determined by the flying
site behind which no flying is allowed.
Deadline Infractions: An entire aircraft crossing the deadline, as observed and agreed
to by the judges, during any part of a flight will incur a warning to the contestant and
score a zero for the maneuver being performed (or the previous maneuver if the
occurrence is between manoeuvres). The contestant should be alerted to the infraction
as soon as practical. A repeat crossing of the deadline disqualifies the flight and the
contestant must land immediately. The deadline is defined as a line located 10 to 15 feet
in front of the judges' stations and paralleling the runway and extending both directions
to infinity.
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Viewing Angle: is defined as a 90-degree field of view for the judges equally spaced
from the judges' centerline e.g., 45-degrees to the left and 45-degrees to the right of
center.
Training is the key to judging success and MAAC is committed to develop and train to
these standards. There is still much work to be done and your input is valued. Feel free
to contact your MAAC Scale Committee rep. with any suggestions or ideas that could
help with this effort.

MISCELLANEOUS EVENT LOGISTICS
Time Limits and “Official” Delays:
The CD will designate actual time limit allowed as dictated by various logistical factors
of the event at the pilots meeting. This typically is 15 minutes for most events however
if it's a large event the CD may invoke the time limit in order to shorten the rounds.
Also an additional one half minute (30 seconds) will be added for each “multi-engine”
beyond the first engine.

Time limit for each flight will start from the moment the contestant begins his/her
pre-flight discussion with the judges, and ends at the conclusion of the flight after taxi
back (or carry back) to the judges. (Rarely invoked used at large contests. If engine
cannot be started in 5 minutes a 'Mulligan' is usually granted ,CD to announce at pilot
meeting.) We want pilots to fly and every opportunity should be given.
 If any maneuver is delayed or started and aborted due to an immediate and obvious
traffic safety problem, the contestant will be granted a restart of that maneuver.
 An abort shall not have been deemed necessary for later restart if the maneuver
was only questionably interrupted as an afterthought, and instinctively continued
and completed by the pilot in such a manner that it could be scored in a complete
and fair manner by the flight judges. The decision by the witnessing flight judges
will be final on such infrequent and unpredictable events!
 Engine restarts caused by official delays will be put back on the clock after restart
or one minute of added time (whichever is shorter).
 If any unusual combination of these unpredictable events results in a “formally
extended time clock” as to make it unlikely to safely complete a flight;
o The contestant will be permitted an out of sequence emergency landing for
refueling or, in the case of electric powered aircraft, battery replacement.
o The CD shall be consulted immediately upon landing by the flight judges as to the
status and unusual circumstances leading up to this extended flight and emergency
refueling.
o Only those portions of the flight yet to be completed in sequence (including landing)
will be permitted immediately or later in that same flight round.
o The CD for suitable logistical timing within the event activities will further decide
this when refueling is completed.
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MISCELLANEOUS EVENT LOGISTICS - cont.
Transmitter Rule: Touching of the transmitter by anyone other than the contestant
to make control or trim adjustment during the scored flight interval (from taxi out to
taxi back), will disqualify the entire flight. This shall also include such violations
during “trim” passes. An engine restart during taxi out or prior to becoming airborne
will briefly permit handling the transmitter by another person for restart. However,
see “Engine Restarts” for other applicable penalties for such restarts.
Loudly Announce Each Maneuver Entry: The contestant or caller is expected to
loudly announce each maneuver and it’s beginning to assure the judges are prepared
for the specific scored item(s) to follow. Judges should not conclude the “judging
period window” until a satisfactory clean exit is recognized, in spite of the contestant
abruptly calling... “Maneuver complete!” Most maneuvers are entered and exited in
straight and level flight. Therefore the Inverted Flight maneuver must include the
half roll entry and exit. Also the combined maneuvers of tank drop entry or exit with
other action maneuvers must also be considered.
NOTE: The judges should also be alert for realism features throughout the
flight as described in Overall Flight Realism.
Ground Option Limitations: Flight options listed for scoring may not include any
maneuver or maneuver combination done entirely on the ground. This ground
restriction does not apply to Takeoff and Landing maneuvers that are considered
important transitional maneuvers from ground to air or air to ground. The only
exception to this ground option limitation is the demonstration of folding or swingwings as a mechanical option done entirely on the ground (see 6.2). As an alternative,
the contestant may instead use swing-wings for scoring in a flight maneuver
combination (see 8.7) rather than a scored mechanical option on the ground.
However the contestant cannot do both options (see 8.8 concerning no redundant
options).
Engine Restarts: Engine restarts NOT caused by contest related or “official” delays
that occur after departing the immediate judging area and prior to becoming airborne
will have various deductions in score depending on when it occurs: A minimal 0.5 point
deduction penalty will apply on the informal taxi out (or back) in the CONTINUITY
portion of Overall Flight Realism (whether it is taxied or carried). A zero score also
applies during the roll sequence in a formal listed “Takeoff” (10-point loss) prior to
becoming airborne. If the model becomes airborne with flying speed and then
immediately lands with engine failure, it is an official flight and may not be
restarted. Engine restarts will remain on the clock and contestant will immediately
be informed and reminded.
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MISCELLANEOUS EVENT LOGISTICS - cont.
Skipped Manoeuvres: If any listed maneuver(s) are skipped from the order shown by
the contestant on the score sheet, those skipped may not be retrieved once a
subsequent maneuver has been entered or performed. If the aircraft becomes
airborne with flying speed but is also forced to land immediately thereafter, it is an
official flight and all other manoeuvres have effectively been skipped without
retrieval (regardless of aircraft and options).
Takeoff and Landing Aborts: In the interest of safety, a takeoff or landing may be
aborted and restarted with 7 points (or 70% for each subsequent retry) rather than
be given an automatic zero. The contestant will still be on the clock for these
additional attempts.
Example scoring:
After the first abort, the maximum score for the first retry is 7 points, 2nd retry is
5 points (70% of 7), 3rd retry is 3.5 points, etc. The Scale Masters program does not
want anyone to jeopardize safety of the judging line because the pilot felt compelled
to continue a bad takeoff roll or landing simply to avoid an automatic zero score.
Flight Line Sequence Changes or “Mulligans”: These are any contestant requested
changes to the approved flight line order, or request to go to the end of a flight line
after the contestant is on the clock.
The CD will announce in the pilots meeting which option is to be used as dictated by
then number of contestants present and the logistical schedule of the meet. There
are three options available:
A). The only flight order changes or second opportunities permitted are those
for damage repair, technical anomalies, or transportation damage. All such
anomalies used to justify changing the flight order must be declared by the
contestant and be approved by the CD as soon as the problem is known. Once
the clock is started, the contestant cannot request a second “shot” opportunity
(Mulligan) to go to the end of the line. When a “Mulligan” has been granted and
the contestant is still not ready to fly at the end of the flight round, the flight
will be forfeited.
B). No exceptions to listed flight order or “Mulligans” will be granted
whatsoever due to the logistics of the event. This choice is primarily used at
a Championship Event.
C). Allow one Mulligan on the first round only.
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MISCELLANEOUS EVENT LOGISTICS - cont.
Maneuver change: Selected maneuver options for any flight may be changed by the
contestant for the next round flown. Such changes on the flight score sheets are the
responsibility of the contestant prior to each flight. If dropables are used in static,
they must be used in the first flight.
They may be deleted in listing as a complementing option thereafter if desired.
Flight Realism and Score Sheet Review: After the flight has concluded, the flight
judges shall confer to review the numerous Overall Flight Realism qualities as
described in this Guide. Identical flight realism scoring is not required. Individual
judgment scores will still be of value for statistical averaging similar to others. Any
zero scores given for any maneuver shall be mutually agreed upon by both flight
judges and both will give identical scores of zero.
.1. If the contestant had declared the aircraft to be Non-Aerobatic, that should be
so noted on the check box of the flight score sheet for future reference. Before the
score sheets are picked up, each individual judge must put his/her initial in the upper
column heading for the flight round just concluded after verifying that all line item
scores have been included. The flight score sheet provides a space for each numerical
digit (up to three spaces). Scores should be to the nearest ½ point (for example 8.5).
With the exception of the perfect score of 10.0 only two of the three spaces
provided are required.
You are encouraged to complete the US Scale Masters Certification.
US Scale Masters Certification Process
U.S. SCALE MASTERS CERTIFICATION INFORMATION CAN BE FOUND IN THE
LATEST GUIDELINES UNDER THE TITLE 'CERTIFICATION PROCESS'.

http://www.usscalemasters.org/forumsmf2/index.php?action=dldir;sa=list;id=1
Notes: _______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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Manoeuvres Index
DESCRIPTIONS OF MANOEUVRES
The information describes "Manditory" and "Optional" maneuvers available for all RC
Scale contests. Manoeuvre diagrams from the FEDERATION AERONAUTIQUE
INTERNATIONALE (FAI) Sporting Code are universally used.
Link to the National Association of Scale Aero-Modelers Flight Maneuvers
http://www.nasascale.org/p2/flight-maneuvers/

Mandatory Manoeuvres
The manoeuvre text is hyperlinked to the manoeuvre description

Take-Off
Straight Flight at Constant Height
Horizontal Figure Eight
 Landing
 Overall Realism
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Optional Manoeuvres

The manoeuvre text is hyperlinked to the manoeuvre description

Traffic or Landing Pattern in
conjunction with Landing

Roll
Touch and Go

Procedure Turn

Overshoot

360º Descending Circle at
Constant Low Throttle

Sideslip
Triangular Circuit

Chandelle

Rectangular Circuit

Dirty Inspection Pass
Extend and Retract Flaps and or
Landing Gear (FAI)
Stall Turn
Wingover
Loop
Cuban Eight
Immelmann Turn
Split S (Reversal)

Flight in a Straight Line with One
Engine Throttled (FAI)
Lazy Eight
Inverted Flight
Derry Turn
Strafing Run

The English Bunt
Pylon Lap

Three Turn Spin
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Mandatory Manoeuvres Descriptions
Take-Off

The model aircraft should stand still on the ground with the engine running without
being held by the pilot or helper and then take-off into wind, or as required by the
competitor to make best use of the take- off distance available (jet subjects). If the
model aircraft is touched after the competitor calls “Now” the take-off will score
zero.
The take-off should be straight and the model aircraft should smoothly accelerate to
a realistic speed, and then lift gently from the ground and climb at an angle
consistent with that of the prototype. The take-off is completed after the model
aircraft has turned 90 degrees. (Takeoff shall continue to be scored until 30 feet
elevation.)
If the prototype used flaps for take-off, then the model aircraft should also, but
this may be subject to the competitor's judgement taking into account the wind
strength. Any flapless take-off due to wind must be nominated to the judges before
take -off. Flaps should be raised during the climb-out after take-off. If applicable,
the landing gear should be retracted during the climb-out.
Take-Off Errors:
1. Model aircraft touched after calling “Now” (zero marks).
2. Swings on Take-off (a slight swing with other than a tricycle
undercarriage is acceptable as the aircraft tail is raised).
3. Take-off run too long or too short.
4. Unrealistic speed /too rapid acceleration.
5. Inappropriate attitude at lift-off for undercarriage configuration.
6. Not a smooth lift-off.
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Take-Off - Cont.
7. Climb rate wrong (too steep or too shallow).
8. Nose attitude wrong during climb (nose too high or too low).
9. Flaps not used if applicable.
10. Wheels not raised, if applicable.
11. Significant wing drop.
12. Climb-out track not same as take-off run.
13. Unrealistic rate of turn onto crosswind leg.
14. Crosswind track not 90° to climb out track.

Straight Flight at Constant Height
Model aircraft approaches in straight flight at a constant height not exceeding 6
metres for a minimum distance of 100 metres, and then climbs away. This is in effect
a low flypast.

Straight Flight Errors:
1. Not a straight course (slight corrections for gusty winds are
acceptable with a light aircraft)
2. Not constant height.
3. Not pass over the landing area.
4. Not centred on judges’ position.
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5. Not parallel with the judges’ line.
6. Too short a distance (too long is not an error).
7. Model aircraft flight path not smooth and steady.
8. Too far away, too close, too high, too low.

Horizontal Figure Eight

The model aircraft approaches in straight and level flight on a line parallel with the
judges’ line, and then a one -quarter circle turn is made in a direction away from the
judges’ line. This is followed by a 360-degree turn in the opposite direction, followed
by a 270-degree turn in the first direction, completing the manoeuvre on the original
approach line.
The intersection (mid-point) of the manoeuvre shall be on a line that is at right angles
to the direction of entry and passes through the centre of the judges’ line.
Horizontal Figure Eight Errors:
1.

Entry into first circle not at right angles to original flight path.

2.

Circles unequal size.

3.

Circles misshapen

4.

Constant height not maintained.

5.

Intersection not centred on judges’ position.

6.

Entry and exit paths not on same line.
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7.

Entry and exit paths not parallel with judges’ line.

8.

Overall size of manoeuvre not realistic for prototype.

9.

Model aircraft flight path not smooth and steady.

10. Too far away/too close/too high/too low.
Landing

LANDING NOTES:
A crash landing scores zero points, but if the model aircraft makes a good landing and
then stops nose down towards the end of the landing run, the landing marks that
would have otherwise been awarded should be reduced.
Note also that many early WWI aircraft frequently nosed over on landing; hence
models of such aircraft should not be penalized for Realism and Placement however 0
for Precision.
All landings ending with the model aircraft on its back will be considered a crash
landing.
The manoeuvre commences by descending from base leg. Prior to this point the model
aircraft may complete a landing pattern to achieve a landing configuration. This may
be a full rectangular (civilian) or oval pattern (military).
The landing may be orientated into wind, or as required by the competitor to make
best use of the landing distance available (e.g. jet subjects).
The base leg will be appropriate for the “Landing Pattern” chosen by the pilot. From
the start position the model aircraft completes landing pattern onto final approach.
The model aircraft should round out smoothly, adopting the attitude applicable to the
specific type and touch down without bouncing before smoothly rolling to a stop.
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Landing - cont.
An aircraft with conventional landing gear will make a three-point landing or will land
on the main wheels and then gently lower the tail, as appropriate to the prototype,
the prevailing wind conditions, or the surface of the landing area. An aircraft with
tricycle landing gear will land on the main wheels first and then gently lower the nose
wheel.
Landing Errors:
1. Manoeuvre does not commence on base leg.
2. Turn onto final approach not constant rate or not 90°.
3. Descent from base leg not smooth and continuous.
4. Model aircraft does not achieve correct landing approach prior to touchdown.
5. Model aircraft does not round out smoothly.
6. Model aircraft bounces.
7. Drops a wing during landing.
8. Touches wing tip on ground.
9. Does not come to a gradual and smooth stop after landing.
10. Does not adopt landing attitude appropriate to subject type.
11. Model aircraft runs erratically or turns after landing.
12. Model aircraft noses over (note 30% penalty if only nose-down - zero if it overturns).

Overall Flight Realism: Continuity, Options, Power Mgmt (2.5, 5, 2.5)
Optimum Speed for overall flight realism is defined as that optimum speed which
provides maneuver realism for realistic flight attitude appearance including bank
angles in turns, realistic G-loading appearance and with appropriate maneuver size.
 For example: the model should not be flown excessively fast where it may
demonstrate unrealistic high bank angle attitudes and high g-loads.
 Also, the model should not be flown too slowly where unrealistic shallow bank
angles or flat turns do not simulate the full-scale aircraft.
 For further information on this subject, you can refer to the article “Maneuver
Realism Speed” at: http://www.scaleaero.com/maneuver_realism_speed.htm
Continuity of Flight (2.5 pts.): Has the pilot demonstrated a flight performed with
realistic continuity, from the moment the “show starts” as the aircraft taxis out to
the time it taxis back?
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Overall Flight Realism - cont.
This shall primarily include how well the aircraft maintains a general realistic
appearance on the ground and in the air before, between, or after selected
manoeuvres.
Continuity includes taxi, airborne turnarounds, altitude, smoothness or stability, etc.
except when such features are included in defined listed options such as Traffic
Pattern, Procedure Turn, etc. It also includes takeoff and landing if not listed as part
of scored options as ruled by the CD.
When any maneuver option listed for score is started, the applicable deduction(s) will
apply to that specific maneuver-realism content and not the Overall Flight Realism
“continuity”.
(NOTE: Any unrealistic actions achieved from flaps, slats, or retracts due to poor
timing will be deducted in Overall Flight Realism for continuity, except when used for
the optional scored maneuver combination of Slow Speed Inspection Pass.)
Trim passes are permitted without deduction to continuity.
If the aircraft design and vintage permits, it should taxi to and from the runway
under its own power (with reference to the judging area) for optimum consideration
in scoring the basic continuity to overall Flight Realism. Exceptions will be granted
for aircraft with conventional gear and tailskids or float planes with removable
“dollies” if they remain under power from time of initial transport to the runway
through the final pickup or transport back.
Taxi anomalies to and from the runway due to excessive wind or ground conditions are
also accepted without deduction to the continuity portion of realism. These may
include manually correcting or carrying the aircraft to or from the runway after such
wind or ground conditions have become evident to the flight judges or have been
announced by the CD.
If conditions are not a factor for skipping or avoiding an unassisted taxi for
applicable aircraft or, if any aircraft requires an engine restart after initially
departing the immediate judging area, a 0.5 point deduction applies to flight realism
for the departure. The 0.5 point deduction may occur again for a repeat occurrence
after landing and return.
The clock will not be extended for engine re-starts.
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See “Time Limit and Official Delays” for exceptions caused by
traffic.
Overall Flight Realism - cont.
Options Selected or Demonstrated (5.0 pts.): Have the notable prototypical
characteristic features of the aircraft been well selected and demonstrated for its
intended design
mission by choice in Flight Maneuvers and complementing Scale Operations?
.1 The applicable scale operations of retractable gear, flaps, and slats shall primarily
be inspected in flight for demonstrating mechanical precision in form-fit-function of
operation.This also includes the prototypical gear retraction, secured stowage
Options Selected or Demonstrated cont.
qualities, and realistic mechanical deployment prior to entering the defined landing
maneuver. If there is question of these qualities in flight that prevents accurate
scoring, judge(s) may also request that these features be demonstrated on the
ground after the flight. This may also include inspection of other basic control
features to assure they are operable such as ailerons, elevator and rudder when such
prototypical features are also in question.
.2 If a model does not have the notable characteristic design features of the fullsize aircraft (such as retracts or flaps) or if they fail to operate when required in
realistic flight, a corresponding downgrade will be made to the Overall Flight Realism
Options such as a 4 to 5 point deduction.
U.S. Scale Masters Association 2 6 2014 USSMA Competition Guide 1/27/2016
.3 If flaps, slats, and retracts are used with the Slow Speed Inspection Pass the
maneuver shall also be scored for precision for these scale operational content
features per maneuver combinations.
.4 Aircraft entries that are indeed rated non-aerobatic must be indicated on the
flight sheet checkbox. Similar to FAA practices, the Masters considers an airplane
non-aerobatic when it is rated not to exceed 60-degree bank angles and 30-degree
pitch angles.

Power Management (2.5 pts.): Has skill in throttle and power management been
demonstrated?
Power variations are anticipated to fly an aircraft at moderate speeds in interim
flight for turnarounds compared to other fast or slow speeds applicable to the
maneuvers performed. Consider that many early vintage (WW1) aircraft were not
able to throttle in the conventional sense. Also determine if an idle control (for all
prototypical engine arrangements) is adequate to permit a realistic, safe taxi and
landing.
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Aerobatic aircraft should adequately reflect power capability in engine selection,
particularly when vertical maneuver options are performed. Scoring of throttle
management skill should be included in Overall Flight Realism (see definition section
Overall Flight Realism - cont.
for optimum speed for flight realism as defined within this Guide in the Definitions
section on page 40).

Flight Functions Performed by Prototype Aircraft
A competitor may demonstrate up to two different flight functions of the
contestant’s own choice but must indicate to the flight judges the nature of the
demonstration(s) before going to the flight line. The competitor must be prepared to
supply evidence that the aircraft performed this function subject type modelled, e.g.
crop spraying, outside loop etc.

Flight Functions Performed by Prototype Aircraft - cont.
Procedural flying manoeuvres such as procedure turn, climbing turn, descending turn,
etc. are not acceptable. Mechanical options, which could be equally performed on the
ground (e.g. switching on and off lights) are also not allowed.
Flight Functions Errors:
1. No visible powder, etc. to drop
2. Manoeuvre not presented in full view of the judges.
3. Model follows an erratic course during the operation.
4. Manoeuvre is not representative of the prototype.
NOTE: Items to be dropped must pass safety inspection - no exceptions!

Dropping of Bombs or Fuel Tanks
If bombs are carried internally, bomb-bay doors must be open and be closed after
the drop.
If bombs or fuel tanks are carried externally, they must be fitted in the correct
positions and in the correct manner. Dropping should be in the manner of the
prototype. Dropping should be within clear view of the judges and centred on the
judges’ position. Any special features of the manoeuvre should be declared to the
judges beforehand.
Dropping of Bombs or Fuel Tanks Errors:
1. Bombs or tanks do not detach and fall in a realistic manner.
2. Drop is not in front of judges.
3. Overall dropping manoeuvre not presented in a realistic way.
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4. Too far away/too close/too high/too low.

Parachute Drop
The drop should be in the manner of the prototype. For example, cargo should be
dropped from a hatch or bomb bays. Man via doors, hatch or by inverting the
aircraft. The model aircraft should reduce speed before commencing drop, possibly
by using flaps and lowering the landing gear.
Parachute Drop Errors:
1. Parachute does not fall clear of the aircraft.
2. Drop not in front of the judges.
3. Model does not demonstrate slow flight as per prototype, flaps etc.

Drogue Chute
To be imploded as per prototype.
Drogue Chute Errors:
1. Zero points for inadvertent release or release prior to touchdown.
2. Parachute emitted from the aircraft in a manner not typical of the
prototype.

Optional Manoeuvres
Procedure Turn

Smooth transition from straight flight into a 90 degree turn away from the flight
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line. Wings return level then a 270 degree turn in the opposite direction returning in
the opposite direction to the flight line. Finish point and entry point coincident.
Procedure Turn Errors:
1. First turn is not 90 degrees away from the flight line.
2. Second turn in the opposite direction back to the flight path is not 270
degrees.
3. Changes in altitude during turns.
4. Turns not smooth and circular.
5. Model does not head back over exact outgoing path.
6. Rate of turn is not constant.
7. The model aircraft changes altitude during the manoeuvre.
8. The model aircraft does not resume straight and level flight on the
correct heading.
9. The model aircraft does not change from 90° to the 270° turn at the
correct position.
10. The manoeuvre is too small or too large in reference to the type and
scale of the model aircraft.
11. The manoeuvre is too close or too far away to be observed properly.

Traffic or Landing Pattern in conjunction with Landing
Rectangular in shape paralleling the runway (flight line) positioned central to the
judges. Model at circuit altitude heading into the wind over the manoeuvre line at
the start of the maneuver. Smoothness of turns, 90 degree turns (civilian traffic
pattern) and 180 degree (military traffic pattern). Maintain constant altitude until
“Base Leg” then descend. Lowering of undercarriage and set flaps as per prototype
i.e. on downwind leg. Throttle management as per prototype (reduce throttle on
downwind leg, holding attitude as aircraft slows). Rate of descent appropriate to
prototype.
The military traffic pattern may only be nominated for WWII to current military
type aircraft.
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Traffic or Landing Pattern Errors:
1. Changes in altitude during crosswind turns and downwind leg.
2. Deviation from straight flight on upwind and downwind legs.
3. Excessive use of throttle on final approach.
Note: “Traffic Pattern” (when chosen) and “Landing” are flown as one continuous
manoeuvre but judged separately.
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360º Descending Circle at Constant Low Throttle Setting
Commencing from straight and level flight, the model aircraft performs a gentle 3600
descending circle over the landing area, in a direction away from the judges, at a
constant low throttle setting. The manoeuvre terminates at a maximum height of 6
metres, resuming straight and level flight on the same path.

360º Descending Circle Errors:
1. Rate of descent not constant.
2. Descent too steep.
3. Throttle setting not constant or low enough.
4. Circle misshapen.
5. No significant loss of height.
6. Model aircraft does not descend to 6 metres or below.
7. Circle not centred on judges’ position.
8. Entry and exit paths not parallel with the judges’ line.
9. Start and finish not called in straight and level flight.
10. Too far away, too close.
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Chandelle
From a straight and level flight the model aircraft passes the judges and then
performs a 1800 climbing turn in a direction away from the judges, resuming straight
and level flight on the opposite heading. The rate of climb should be commensurate
with that of the prototype.
Chandelle Errors:

1. Turn not smooth and continuous.
2. Climb not smooth and continuous.
3. Half height gain not at 90° position.
4. Excessive/unrealistic engine power used to achieve the climb.
5. Insignificant height gain.
6. Start and finish not centred on judges’ position.
7. Entry and exit paths not parallel with the judges’ line.
8. Final track not 180 degrees opposite to entry.
9. Entry and exit not in straight and level flight.
10. Too far away or too high.
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Dirty Inspection Pass
This maneuver is only allowed for aircraft with flaps/slats as a minimum. Where
applicable, other “dirty” features such as retracts must also be deployed.

Clean-up
begins
At centre line

Dirty Pass
Ends at
Centre line

The scoring content for this maneuver shall be scored relative to judge's center with
5 points maximum for the entry portion of the maneuver and 5 points maximum for
the initial clean-up portion after judge's center.
The deployment of “dirty” scale operation features may occur prior to this described
maneuver judging window distance as well as the final stages of scale operation cleanup extending beyond the judging window distances.
 To simplify judging the first 50 meters (150 feet) is the 'Dirty' portion of the
manoeuvre and the second 50 meters is clean-up shall be scored for the maneuver
portion. .
 The Precision, Placement & Realism scoring content for this maneuver combination
shall be scored relative to judging center with 5 points maximum for the entry
portion of the maneuver and 5 points maximum for the initial clean-up portion
after judging center.
The pilot must demonstrate the ability to fly the aircraft slowly in a "dirty"
configuration near stall speed with flaps deployed as a minimum along with any other
applicable “dirty features” and, smoothly start to transition the aircraft back into a
clean configuration. (Slats or tail hook deployed if full size aircraft had these).
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Dirty Inspection Pass - cont.
The judging of the maneuver begins after establishing the heading at an altitude of 6
to 12 metres and a 50 metre straight fly by. Inspection Pass is performed where all
applicable prototypical features must be in the fully extended position for that
distance prior to reaching judging center.
At judging center, the pilot begins to increase the throttle setting and then starts to
raise the landing gear (where applicable) immediately after passing the judges. Also
the flaps are slowly raised as speed is sufficiently increased to avoid stall while
maintaining the heading already established. Where applicable, the slats or tail hook
are also retracted during this period.
For judging purposes, the maneuver portion for scoring is considered complete 50
metres after judging center if proper placement is used despite any extended
cleanup for scale operations beyond that point.
Equal emphasis in scoring is given to both the maneuver and the scale operation
features. Therefore the Precision, Placement, and Realism shall be scored accordingly
for this “maneuver combination.”
Dirty Pass Errors
1. Speed of Dirty Inspection Pass is not significantly slower than other flight
manoeuvres.
2. Deviations from heading occur.
3. A 50 metre minimum length dirty inspection configuration is not established prior
to judging center where speed is at a minimum.
4. Power is not applied immediately after passing judging center.
5.

Abrupt pitch/trim changes occur in the initial stages of cleanup after passing
judging center.
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Extend and Retract Flaps and or Landing Gear (FAI)

Diagram and errors are applicable to both manoeuvres unless stated.
Model aircraft approaches the landing area in straight and level flight at a height not
exceeding 15 metres and in full view of the judges, extends the landing gear/flaps.
Model aircraft then executes a 3600 turn in a direction away from the judges, and
when again directly in front of the judges retracts the landing gear/flaps and climbs
away in straight flight.
Extend and Retract Flaps and or Landing Gear Errors:

1. Model aircraft speed too high for landing gear/flap lowering.
2. Gear/flaps not extended in full view of judges.
3. Speed and sequence of extension and retraction not realistic.
4. Flaps demo only:
a) Instability when flaps lowered,
b) No change in attitude with flaps.
5. Misshapen circle or not constant height.
6. Circle height exceeds 15 metres.
7. Circle not centred on judges’ position.
8. Retraction not commenced abeam judges.
9. Entry and exit paths not parallel with the judges’ line.
10. Entry and exit tracks not the same.
11. Un-scale-like climb out.
12. Too far away or too close.
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Stall Turn
The model aircraft starts in level flight, noses up to a vertical flight path until it
comes to a stop. At which point the model aircraft yaws through 180 degrees, then
dives and finally recovers straight and level on a flight path in the opposite direction
to the entry. Entry and exit should be at the same height. The competitor should
specify whether the turn shall be to the left or right. Low powered aircraft types
would be expected to execute a shallow dive at full throttle in order to pick up the
necessary speed before commencing the manoeuvre.

Stall Turn Errors:
1. Start and finish not parallel with judges’ line.
2. Pull up not positioned to give best view to judges.
3. Climb and descent not near vertical.
4. Insufficient height gain.
5. Model aircraft does not stop.
6. Competitor does not specify or achieve nominated left/right turn.
7 Entry and exit paths are not at same height.
8. Model aircraft does not exit within half span displacement of entry track.
9. Entry and exit paths not parallel with the judges’ line.
10. Too far away/too close/too high/too low.
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Wingover
The model aircraft approaches in straight and level flight on a line parallel with the
Judges’ line. After passing the judges’ position a smooth climbing turn is commenced
away from the judges. At the apex of the turn the bank should be at least 60º (Nonaerobatic) or 90° (Aerobatic). The nose of the model aircraft then lowers and the
bank comes off at the same rate as it went on. The turn is continued through 180º to
recover straight and level flight at the same height and on a heading opposite to that
of the entry.
A low powered aircraft would be expected to execute a shallow dive at full throttle in
order to pick up speed before commencing the manoeuvre.

Wingover Errors:
1. Start and finish positions not as indicated.
2. Insufficient climb achieved.
3. Insufficient bank achieved
4. Climb and descent angles not equal throughout manoeuvre.
5. Model aircraft does not fly a smooth and symmetrical arc.
6. Throttle not cut on descent. (Aerobatic)
7. Entry and exit paths not parallel with judges’ line.
8. Overall size of manoeuvre not realistic for prototype.
9. Model aircraft flight path not smooth and steady.
10. Too far away/too close/too high/too low.
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Loop
From straight flight, the model aircraft pulls up into a circular loop and resumes
straight and level flight on the same heading as the entry. The throttle may be
reduced at the top of the loop as appropriate to type, and opened if necessary when
normal flight is resumed. Low powered aircraft types would be expected to execute a
shallow dive at full throttle in order to pick up speed before commencing the loop.
Note: While the loop is intended to be a circular manoeuvre, the ability of a low
powered aircraft to achieve a perfect circle will be significantly less than that of a
jet or high powered aerobatics machine. A slightly elongated loop by the former
would therefore expect to score as well as a perfect circle achieved by the latter,
but a grossly misshapen circle would be significantly down marked. This also applies to
other options involving looping manoeuvres.

Loop Errors:
1.

Track of loop not vertical

2.

Loop not sufficiently circular, commensurate with the subject type.

3.

Inappropriate use of throttle.

4.

Size and speed of Loop not in manner of prototype.

5.

Not centred on judges’ position.

6.

Does not resume straight and level flight on same track and height as entry.

7.

Manoeuvre not flown parallel with judges’ line.

8.

Too far away/too close/too high/too low.
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Cuban Eight
Model aircraft pulls up into a circular inside loop until 45° nose down. The 45°
inverted flight is held until a half roll when abeam the judges, 45° upright then held
until entry height is achieved when a similar circular inside loop is flown to repeat the
manoeuvre in the opposite direction. Straight and level recovery is to be at the same
height as the original entry. Throttle may be closed at the top of each loop, as
appropriate to subject type, and reopened during each descent. A low powered
aircraft would be expected to execute a shallow dive at full throttle in order to pick
up speed before commencing the manoeuvre.

Cuban Eight Errors:
1. Manoeuvre not performed in a constant vertical plane that is parallel with the judges’ line.
2. Loops are not circular.
3. Loops are not the same size.
4. Half rolls are not centred on the judges’ position.
5. 45º descent paths not achieved.
6. Model aircraft does not exit manoeuvre at same height as entry.
7. Model aircraft does not resume straight and level flight on same track as entry.
8. Inappropriate use of throttle.
9. Size and speed of loops not in manner of prototype.
10.

Too far away/too close/too high/too low.
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Immelmann Turn
From a straight and level flight the model aircraft pulls up into the first half of a
circular loop (commensurate with the performance of the subject type), and when
inverted, performs a half roll before resuming straight and level flight on the
opposite track. Low powered aircraft types would be expected to commence the
manoeuvre by executing a shallow dive at full throttle in order to pick up the
necessary speed.

Immelmann Turn Errors:
1. Track of the half loop not vertical.
2. Half loop not centred on judges’ position.
3. Half loop is not sufficiently semicircular.
4. Roll starts too early or too late.
5. Excessive height loss in the roll.
6. Track veers during the roll.
7. Does not resume straight and level flight on the opposite track to entry.
8. Manoeuvre not flown parallel with judges’ line.
9. Size of manoeuvre and speed not in manner of the prototype.
10. Too far away/too close/too high/too low
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Split S (Reversal)
From straight flight, the model aircraft performs a half roll and when inverted
performs half of a circular inside loop (commensurate with the performance of
subject type), and resumes straight and level flight on a flight path opposite to that
of the entry. The throttle should be closed at the inverted position, as appropriate to
type, and opened when normal flight is resumed.

Split S Errors:
1. Model aircraft changes track during half roll.
2. Model aircraft inverted too long or too short.
3. Inappropriate use of throttle.
4. Track of half loop not on line or vertical.
5. Half loop is not sufficiently semicircular.
6. Too fast or too tight a half loop.
7. Does not resume straight and level flight on opposite track to entry.
8. Half loop not centred on judges’ position.
9. Manoeuvre not flown parallel with the judges’ line.
10. Too far away/too close/too high/too low.
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Three Turn Spin
From straight and level flight, the model aircraft decelerates into a stall and
commences the spin through three turns and recovers to level flight on the same
track as the initial flight direction. During descent the model aircraft may drift with
the wind.

Three Turn Spin Errors:
1. Engine not throttled back at point of stall.
2. Entry into spin not clean and positive.
3. Not a true spin but merely a spiral dive (which should score zero).
Note: In a true spin descent path will be close to C of G of model aircraft. A spiral
dive is a tight vertical barrel roll.
4. Not three complete turns.
5. Start of spin not centred on judges’ position.
6. Model aircraft does not resume straight and level flight on same track as entry.
7. Entry and exit paths not parallel with judges’ line.
8. Entry and exit not in level flight
9. Too far away/too close/too high/too low.
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Roll
From straight and level flight, the model aircraft rolls at a constant rate through one
complete rotation and resumes straight and level flight on the same track. Low
powered aircraft would be expected to execute a shallow dive at full throttle before
the manoeuvre. Competitors should nominate any special type of roll that will be
performed, e.g. Slow, Barrel, Snap or Four-Point.

Roll Errors:
1. Rate of roll is not constant.
2. Style of roll not typical to prototype.
3. Roll not centred on judges’ position.
4. Entry and exit at different heights.
5. Entry and exit at different speeds.
6. Entry and exit tracks and line of roll not parallel with judges’ line.
7. Does not resume straight and level flight on same track as entry.
8. Style of roll not as nominated.
9. Inappropriate use of throttle.
10. Too far away/too close/too high/too low.
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Touch and Go
The model aircraft commences by descending from base leg, which may be either
curved or straight as required by the pilot. The turn is continued through 90 degrees
onto final approach. The model aircraft then lands and takes off again into wind
without coming to a halt. The main wheels must roll on the ground for a minimum of
five metres. Flaps will be used if applicable.

Note: A “Touch and Go” is scored as two separate manoeuvres.
Touch and Go Errors:
1. Manoeuvre does not commence on base leg.
2. Turn onto final approach too tight or not 90°.
3. Descent from base leg not smooth and continuous.
4. Model aircraft does not achieve correct landing approach prior to touchdown.
5. Model aircraft does not achieve a minimum ground roll of 5 metres.
(Note: if prototype has two main wheels then both wheels must roll on ground for
minimum 5 metres).
6. Model aircraft bounces on landing.
7. Inappropriate use of flaps.
8. Climb out not smooth or realistic.
9. Approach and climb out tracks not the same.
10. Does not make best use of landing space available for wind direction.
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Overshoot
The model aircraft commences by descending from base leg, which may be either
curved or straight as required by the pilot. The turn is continued through 90 degrees
onto a higher than normal landing approach on low throttle, using flaps if applicable.
On reaching the centre of the landing area at a height of approximately 3 metres,
power is applied to check the descent. After normal flying speed and attitude are
attained the model aircraft climbs straight ahead. The aim of the manoeuvre is to
simulate an aborted landing due to a higher than normal landing approach.

Overshoot Errors:
1. Manoeuvre does not commence on base leg.
2. Turn onto final approach not smooth and continuous or not 90°.
3. Model aircraft does not achieve correct high landing approach.
4. Model aircraft does not achieve correct landing speed or attitude.
5. Not continually descending until power applied.
6. Model aircraft descends to significantly above or below 3 metres.
7. Lowest point of manoeuvre not achieved in front of judges.
8. Not a smooth transition of speed & attitude from approach, through descent check to
climb-out.
9. Inappropriate use of flap and/or gear.
10. Model aircraft could have landed from approach.
11. Model aircraft does not climb away smoothly.
12. Approach and climb out tracks not the same.
13. Too close or too far away.
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Sideslip
The model aircraft commences the manoeuvre in level flight by reducing power on
base leg, and then turns onto a higher than normal final approach that is parallel with
the judges’ line. As the model aircraft enters the turn it starts a Sideslip by the
application of opposite rudder to the direction of turn, achieving a yaw of at least
20º off track. A marked loss of height must be apparent whilst maintaining final
approach speed. The aim of the Sideslip, if continued, would be to affect a landing in
front of the judges. Before reaching the judges’ position however, the Sideslip is

corrected, normal flight is resumed and the model aircraft carries out an overshoot
from below 5 metres before climbing away. The purpose of this manoeuvre is to
demonstrate a marked loss of height on final approach without an excessive buildup
of speed or the use of flap.
Sideslip Errors
1. Model aircraft does not smoothly enter Sideslip upon turning final
approach.
2. Model aircraft is not yawed at least 20º off track during Sideslip.
3. Rate of Sideslip and descent are not constant.
4. There is insufficient height loss.
5. Excessive speed is built up during descent.
6. Approach track not maintained or not flown parallel with judges’ line.
7. The Sideslip is not corrected before passing the judges.
8. Overshoot is not below 5 metres.
9. Not a smooth transition during return to normal flight and climb-out.
10. Too far away/too close/too high/too low.
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Triangular Circuit
The model aircraft approaches in a straight and level flight to a point directly in
front of the judges. It then turns away to track 60º away from the judges’ line. It
then flies straight and level for a minimum of 150 metres, turns to track parallel with
the judges’ line, flies a further minimum of 150 metres, then turns to track towards
the judges and flies a further minimum of 150 metres to a position above the centre

of the landing area, which completes an equilateral triangle (i.e. a triangle with sides
of equal length and angles of 60°), before making a final turn to intercept the original
entry track.
Triangular Circuit Errors:
1. Not commenced and finished at points equidistant from the judges.
2. Model aircraft changes height.
3. Rate of turn at corners not constant or inside corners of triangle not 60°.
4. Sides of the triangle are not straight.
5. Sides of triangle are not equal lengths.
6. Sides of the triangle are too long or too short.
7. Apex of triangle not centred on judges’ position.
8. Correction for drift not properly made.
9. Start and finish tracks not the same.
10. Start and finish tracks not parallel with judges' line.
11. Too far away/too close/too high/too low.
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Rectangular Circuit
The model aircraft approaches in straight level flight to a point directly in front of
the judges. It then continues for a minimum of 75 metres before it turns away to
track 90º from the judges’ line and flies straight and level for a minimum of 150
metres before turning to track parallel with the judges’ line for a further minimum of
75 metres. It then turns to track directly towards the judges for a minimum of 150
metres, to a point in front of the judges, before completing a final turn to intercept
the original entry track. This manoeuvre describes a rectangle over the ground.

Rectangular Circuit Errors:

1. Not commenced and finished at points equidistant from the judges.
2. Model aircraft changes height.
3. Rate of turn at corners not constant or corners not 90°.
4. Legs are not straight.
5. Legs too long or too short.
6. Opposite sides of rectangle are not of equal length
7. Correction for drift not properly made.
8. Final leg of rectangle not centred on judges’ position.
9. Start and finish tracks not the same.
10. Start and finish tracks not parallel with judges' line.
11. Too far away/too close/too high/too low.
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Flight in a Straight Line with One Engine Throttled (FAI)
Model aircraft approaches in straight flight at a constant height with one engine
throttled, for a minimum of 100 metres, after which the engine is opened up and the
model aircraft resumes normal flight. (This option is only for multi-engine subjects.

Flight in a Straight Line with One Engine Throttled Errors:
1. Flight not straight.
2. Model aircraft is unstable.
3. Undue loss of height.
4. Engine not opened up after demo.
5. Engine not throttled back sufficiently.
6. Insufficient duration.
7. Not centred in front of judges’ position.
8. Not flown parallel with the judges’ line
9. Too far away/too close/too high/too low.
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Lazy Eight
The model aircraft approaches in straight and level flight on a line parallel with the Judges’ line. After
passing the judges’ position a smooth climbing turn is commenced away from the judges. At the apex of
the turn the bank should be at least 60º. The nose of the model aircraft then lowers and the bank
comes off at the same rate as it went on. The turn is continued beyond 180º to cross in front of the
judges with wings level before intercepting and turning on to the reciprocal of the original approach
track. This completes half of the figure, which is then repeated in the opposite sense to give the full
manoeuvre. Intercepting the original approach track parallel with the judge’s line completes the Lazy
Eight. A low powered aircraft would be expected to execute a shallow dive at full throttle in order to
pick up speed before commencing the manoeuvre. The figure should be symmetrical each side of the
judges’ position.
This manoeuvre is essentially two Wingovers in opposite directions, and should be capable of being
flown by most aircraft.

Lazy Eight Errors:
1. Entry and exit paths not parallel with judges’ line.
2. 2Insufficient climb achieved.
3. Insufficient bank achieved.
4. Climb and descent angles not equal throughout manoeuvre.
5. Manoeuvre not symmetrical about judges’ position.
6. Arcs miss-shapen.
7. Start and finish positions not as indicated.
8. Overall size of manoeuvre not realistic for prototype.
9. Model aircraft flight path not smooth and steady.
10. Too far away/too close/too high/too low.
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Inverted Flight
Model aircraft half rolls into inverted attitude and makes a straight inverted flight
of 100 metres in length, and then half rolls out of inverted attitude and resumes
normal straight flight. A low powered aircraft would be expected to execute a
shallow dive at full throttle in order to pick up speed before commencing the
manoeuvre.

Inverted Flight Errors:
1. Half rolls not performed on same track as inverted flight.
2. Model aircraft does not fly a straight course.
3. Model aircraft gains or loses height.
4. Model aircraft does not remain inverted for the prescribed duration.
5. Manoeuvre not centred on judges’ position.
6. Manoeuvre not flown parallel with judges’ line.
7. Too far away/too close/too high/too low.
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Derry Turn

The model approaches at a high speed in straight and level flight on a line parallel
with the judge’s line. The model then makes a steep (in excess of 60° bank) one
quarter circle turn in a direction away from the judges, without losing height. When
centred in front of the judges the model makes a half roll in the same rolling
direction as the entry, again directly followed by a steep one quarter circle turn in
the opposite direction, and then flies off straight and level on a line parallel with that
of the entry to the manoeuvre. The manoeuvre should be smooth and continuous.
Derry Turn Errors
1. Entry not in parallel with the judge’s line.
2. The manoeuvre not centred in front of the judges.
3. The rolling manoeuvre in front of the judges not axial.
4. The roll in centre not in the same direction as the entry to the manoeuvre.
5. The roll not carried out on a line directly away from the judges.
6. Any hesitation between the end of the first quarter turn, the roll and/or
the start of the second turn.
7. Exit not parallel with entry.
8. Significant height difference during the manoeuvre.
9. The manoeuvre misshapen as seen as part of a figure eight.
10. The manoeuvre is executed too low or too high to be easily judged.
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Strafing Run
The strafing run is a very popular option used by models of military aircraft at scale
events, rallies, etc. It is realized that the prototype manoeuvre had hundreds of
variations, the only commonality was that the run was done at low altitude and had to
hit the target. The following is offered as a standard for contests to make the
judge’s task easier and fairer while at the same time offering some challenge to the
modeller.
The manoeuvre is started with the a/c at altitude headed into wind in level flight,
over the runway. At 'start' the model will "peel off" as shown, in a direction turning
away from the spectators/pit area and continue in a diving turn downwind headed
back to the runway.
The a/c will continue in a shallow dive angle 'aiming' at the center of the landing
circle as a 'target'. The model must pass below 6 metres altitude in this dive. After
passing over the 'target' the model will commence to climb out on the same heading in
a smooth manner until turning off as per completion of the normal take off
manoeuvre. Judged for realism, smoothness, and apparent accuracy of aim at the
target.

The English Bunt
A manoeuvre originating from WWI where it was used only on rugged fighter aircraft
of the latter 1916-20 eras. In those days it was not as violent a manoeuvre as today.
Flying manuals cautioned its use often lead to structural damage and loss of the
aircraft.
Today, it is a manoeuvre that is reserved for special aerobatic aircraft. It is similar
to an inverted Immelmann.
The aircraft starts a vertical full power climb, then reduces power and commences a
sharp downward, outside loop. At the bottom of the loop the a/c rolls upright to
finish straight and level at the same point as entry on a reverse heading. The
manoeuvre is a rapid violent high G turn and should be judged on this basis. For
earlier WWI fighters the manoeuvre should be relatively violent, for modern aircraft
it is more so.
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Pylon Lap
An optional manoeuvre reserved for scale models of prototype pylon racers. To
qualify for this manoeuvre the model must be of an aircraft used in pylon racing.
The aircraft executes one high speed pylon lap in a CCW direction around three
imaginary pylons. Demonstrates pylon turns in a scale like fashion. This manoeuvre is
judged for scale like impression, speed and smoothness of flight especially in the
entry and recovery from the high banking pylon turns. It is not judged for accuracy
of turns about the 'pylons' even if pylons happen to be there for other purposes.
Pylon Lap Errors:
 Model does not fly straight and level during the designated straight
legs of the manoeuvre. Model does not make a pass parallel to the
runway.
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